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The Chant of Jimmie Blacksmith (Fred Schepisi, 1978), and The Proposition 

(John Hillcoat, 2005) 
 

My my haven’t we come a long way from Chips Rafferty and The Overlanders. 

 Tommy Lewis, first as the lead in Jimmie and then as an aboriginal acolyte of the violent 

white men in Proposition, made twenty-seven years later, is the link between these films, 

which, though both are about how western civilisation was brought to Australia, together with 

its manifold discontents, look completely different. Jimmie is set in New South Wales, and 

the landscape is sufficiently homely, almost to convince you in some shots that the place was 

well-named. Proposition is set in Queensland, and in areas of Queensland of such a startlingly 

inhospitable nature that you pray that the cast and crew were well-supplied with water. 

 Never has leading man had such an ongoing Bad Hair Day as Guy Pearce has here. Man 

does he need a shower. 

 Jimmie seems the more purely Australian document, for though Proposition implants the 

place on your retina, its tale – about psychopaths and how to deal with them – is sadly 

universal, especially with Donald Rumsfeld around. But Jimmie Blacksmith concerns 

Australian racism, and its consequences. Jimmie is determined to be A White Man’s Abo. He 

dresses their way, eats their food, learns their lingo, learns one of their trades (putting up 

fences), plays cricket with them, and endures their jokes and their insults. He shares their 

contempt for his drunken friends. Half white anyway, implicitly he concurs with their 

approval of the fact that if he marries a girl of “good stock” his grandchildren will be 

“scarcely black at all”. 

 In the first reel, however, he’s inducted into his tribe, and gets six of the best from his 

vicar-guardian for allowing it to happen. Fred Schepisi films part of the aboriginal ritual (not 

the Methodist one), in a high overhead shot, making Jimmie, his mates, and the patterns they 

trace in the sand, look all part of the landscape. 

 Jimmie even joins the police force, and turns a blind eye when they torture one of his old 

friends. He’s that anxious to belong. “Christ, missus! I ain’t a savage!” he exclaims – just 

before it’s revealed to him that the baby he thought was his and his (white) wife’s is in fact 

completely white. On hearing the baby’s cries, he’d at first done a tribal dance, part of which 

Schepisi films in a high overhead shot. 

 

    
 

 Not until the evidence of the white man’s contempt, abuse, cruelty, double-dealing, and 

hypocrisy has been placed before him over and over, does he flip, and go at them with his 

axe. It’s a measure of Schepisi’s honesty that the carnage Jimmie creates at once seems wildly 

in excess of its cause: when his brother describes him as a fucking devil-man, we start to 

agree. 

 A bespectacled intellectual whom he takes hostage tells him and his brother that although 

four or five thousand whites have been killed by aborigines, the whites have killed 270,000 

aborigines in return. Jimmie’s example is that stark, in contrast to the US experience, where 

of course Native Americans were killing white men from the earliest: it was, as it was with 

the white men, part of their culture to kill folks. Not so the Australian aboriginal. 
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 Proposition has as a sub-theme the desire to bring not just law and order, but European 

civilisation (or at least English comfiness), to the continent. The good guys are Ray Winstone 

(law and order) and Emily Watson, his wife (nice clothes, domesticity, good food). By the last 

reel Winstone’s been ripped almost to pieces, and Watson raped and only saved from murder 

by Guy Pearce bursting in and putting a bullet through her assailant’s head with no 

preliminaries. Doubtless they survive and resume being comfy; doubtless their descendants 

will inhabit Ramsay Street; but it’s been a difficult birth. 

 The main theme of Proposition is Brothers Staring Into the Sunset, and the sunsets are 

gorgeously photographed by Benoît Delhomme (he filmed the Michael Radford Merchant of 

Venice, with Al Pacino). But stare as they will, these brothers are incompatible. This is in 

small part because Pearce, who is in terms of technique one of the most amazing actors 

around, speaks immaculate Ulster, while Danny Huston as his maniac sibling can only muster 

generalised Oirish: but more importantly because Huston’s character, though himself cultured 

(he quotes George Borrow while cutting John Hurt’s heart out), is a homicidal looney with no 

self-control. He needs his brother to curb his habit, and both know that can only be done via 

his termination, which is what they eventually achieve. 

 

 
 

 Hurt, too, is cultured; it’s he who starts quoting George Borrow as his death nears. But in 

nineteenth-century Australia you need skills other than literacy in order to flourish, and the 

speed at which Hurt hog-ties Pearce in an earlier scene has to be seen to be believed. This is 

the clever part of the film – where does comfiness stop and barbarism take over? The line is 

thin, almost non-existent, is the message, and crossing it takes but a wink. Watson, incensed 

at the way the brothers had raped and murdered a friend of hers, insists that one of them be 

flogged. He’s sixteen years old and simple, but she wants him flogged. Winstone knows this 

to be a bad idea, but is defeated. The youth is ordered to receive a hundred lashes. John 

Hillcoat cuts away as the count reaches ten, and when he cuts back, and the boy has collapsed 

unconscious, our realisation that he’s only received thirty-eight of the hundred is a memorable 

shock. 

 Speaking of accents, it sounds as if most Aussie actors need instruction: the Scots, 

Mummerset, and Irish accents in Jimmie are dire enough, but the attempt by David Wenham 

(he’s Faramir in TLOTR) at doing a posh English voice in Proposition destroys credibility 

whenever he speaks, and should have been looped by someone else. 


